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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let ,u be a probability measure on a countable product space E = S’. 
Suppose we are given, for each k E I, the conditional distribution ,u,(dx, j x) 
of the kth coordinate with respect to the o-field generated by the coordinates 
with index i # k. Let C = (Cik) denote Dobrushin’s interaction matrix, with 
cik c SUP{; llillk(. IX) -Pk(* lY)ll:X=Y Off iL (0.1) 
and assume 
crsup~Cik< 1. 
k i 
(0.2) 
We derive the following estimate for the covariance of functionsfand g with 
respect to P: 
ICOV,(f, S>I G 4 s Si(.f) Dik 6k( g>v 
z 
(0.3) 
where D = (Dik) denotes the sum CnzO C” of the powers of C, and where 
s,(f) denotes the oscillation off in the ith coordinate. As a corollary, we 
improve a result of L. Gross [3] on the exponential decay of correlation: Let 
I be a d-dimensional lattice, let d(., .) be a translation invariant metric on I 
and assume 
y = sup x ed”*k’Cik < 1; 
k i 
then 
y I covfl(f, g ’ ei>l edCi-O) G b(l -7) llfllo II gllo, 
where IIJII, E JJi ed”*“‘si(f), an d h w ere Bi is the usual shift map on E. 
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The present note should be viewed as a complement to a paper of H. 
Kiinsch [4], which gives estimates of type (0.3) and (0.4) and also a number 
of applications. The present estimates are somewhat better, and the approach 
is different. In fact, the main purpose of this note is to show that the above 
estimates are direct consequences of the following variant of Dobrushin’s 
comparison theorem [I, Theorem 31 for two probability measures iu and v on 
E: 
lJ/CFjfdv / Gy (bD)i6i(f), 
where b = (bk) is the vector with components 
(0.5) 
b, = 5 1‘ Iliud. Ix> - pd. I XIII @x). (0.6) 
In Section 1 we derive the covariance estimates (0.3) and (0.4). Section 2 
contains a short proof of Dobrushin’s comparison theorem, adapted to our 
present purpose. In Section 3 we replace the total variation in (0.1) by a 
general Vasserstein distance and state the corresponding analogue of (0.3). 
1. DECAY OF CORRELATIONS 
Let Z be a countable set of sites and (S, S) some measurable state space. 
We write (E, E) for the corresponding product space, and for a configuration 
x: I--+ S in E we denote by xi its value at site i E Z. Let C(E) be the class of 
real valued bounded measurable functions on E which can be uniformly 
approximated by functions depending only on finitely many coordinates. We 
denote by 
the oscillation off at site i E I. 
Let p be a probability measure on E. We say that p is a Gibbs measure 
with conditional probabilities ,u~(- ] x) if the following three conditions hold. 
pi(. ] x) is a probability measure on S which does not 
depend on xi. We write ,Ci(. ] x) for the corresponding 
product measure ,uui(. ] x) @ nk+ i E,,: on E. (1.1) 
For each f in C(E) the function x --$ sfdPi(. ] x) is again in 
C(E). (1.2) 
CfE C(E))* (1.3) 
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These conditions imply that jii(. 1 x) is a regular conditional probability 
distribution of ,L with respect to the o-field generated by the coordinates xj 
(j # i); condition (1.2) contains an additional continuity requirement. We 
define the interaction matrix C = (Cik) as in (0.1) and write D = (Dik) = 
xnaO C”, where C” denotes the nth power of C. Condition (0.2) implies 
lip2 Cyk=O (k E 0, 
i 
and this guarantees, by Dobrushin’s uniqueness theorem, that ,L is uniquely 
determined by its conditional probabilities; see (2.6) below. 
(1 S) THEOREM. Under condition (1.4), the covariance of any two 
functions f and g in C(E) with respect to p satisfies 
(1.6) 
ProoJ We may assume g > 0 and 1 g dp = 1. But then we can write 
Cov,oc, g> = kf dv - l'f dp, 
where dv = g dp is a probability measure whose conditional probabilities are 
given by 
Applying variant (2.5) of Dobrushin’s comparision theorem, we obtain 
ICOV,(.Lg)lG~ (TbkDki) ‘i(f) 
with 
b, = + I’ IM. I x> - VA. I XII VW) 
using the elementary estimate (3.3). 
In order to illustrate how this estimate provides information on the rate of 
decay of correlation, consider the case I = Zd and let d(., .) be a translation 
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invariant semimetric on I. We define y and ]]f]jo as in (0.5) and denote by Bi 
te shift map on E defined through (Bix), = xi+ k. 
(1.7) COROLLARY. Zf y < 1 then 
C I covfi(f, g o ei>l edciqo) < 21 - 14 llfll, II A, 
i 
(1.8) 
for f and g in C(E). 
Proof: Applying (1.6) and the triangle inequality for d(-, .) we obtain 
I cov(f, g 0 e,)l edti*‘) ,< a 1 edUyk)Djked(kqo) S,(s) edciJ) S,-,(g). 
k,j 
Summing over i, j, k in that order, we get (1.8). 
(1.9) Remarks. (1) L. Gross (3) obtains (1.8) with the constant 
(1 - yy” - y*)-‘(1 -y)- ’ instead of l/4(1 - y), and under the additional 
condition y*( 1 + y) < 1, where 
y* z sup C Ciked(i.k). 
k 
H. Kiinsch [4] obains (1.8) with the constant supi(2Dii- I)-‘(1 -7))’ 
(1 - y*)-’ and under the additional condition y* < 1. 
(2) The right side of (1.6) is not symmetric inf and g, and the proof 
actually shows that the estimate holds for any bounded measurable g. For 
gE C(E), we can of course reverse the role off and g and replace D,,. by 
Dik* 
2. REVIEWING DOBRUSHIN’S COMPARISON THEOREM 
In this section we give a self-contained exposition of Dobrushin’s 
comparison theorem [ 1, Theorem 31, in the slightly modified form which 
was used in the proof of (1.5). 
Let us say that a vector a = (ai),,, is an estimate for two probability 
measures ,U and v on E if 
(2.1) 
For example, a, E 1 is always an estimate. Now suppose that ,u is a Gibbs 
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measure, let C = (Cik) be the interaction matrix for p, and define the vector 
b = tbi)ieI with components 
bi E 4 \ llPi(. I X) - Vi(* IX)11 V(dX). (2.2) 
v does not have to be a Gibbs measure; we only need the existence of the 
conditional probabilities vi(. 1 x). 
(2.3) LEMMA. If a is an estimate for ,u and v then the vector aC + b is 
also an estimate. 
Proo$ It is enough to check (2.1), with aC + b instead of a, for functions 
which depend only on finitely many coordinates. Therefore, it is enough to 
show that for any finite subset J c Z the vector aJ with components 
a! = min(a,, (aC + b)i (i E J) 
= ai (i 6Z J) 
is an estimate for ,U and v. We prove this by induction on the cardinality of J. 
For J = 0 the statement is true. Now assume that aJ is an estimate and take 
K = JU (k); we have to show that aK is also an estimate. For fE C(E) we 
have 
‘f d&(. Ix) - lfd&(. Ix) v(dx) 
Since 
for i # k and =0 for i = k, we obtain 
ljf+jf+xk a: S;(f) +(a”C + b)k S,(f). 
But a& < aC, and since aJ with ai < ak is also an estimate, we can replace 
the right side by C, a: S,(f ). 
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Applying the lemma successively, we see that for each n > 1 the vector 
aC” + 2 bC” 
m=o 
is an estimate. Letting n T co, taking ai = 1 and assuming condition (1.4), we 
see that the vector bD is also an estimate. This proves the following variant 
of Dobrushin [ 1, Theorem 31; see also Ktinsch [4]. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Under condition (1.4) we have 
(2.6) Remark. If ,u and v have the same conditional probabilities then 
(2.5) implies p = v, and this is Dobrushin’s well known uniqueness theorem 
[ll. 
3. A COVAFUANCE ESTIMATE WITH RESPECT TO 
VASSERSTEIN METRICS 
For a measurable metric r(., .) on S and for two probability measures ,u 
and v on S we define 
R @, v) ~ sup 1 jfdcl - jfdv 1 
w> ’ 
where the supremum is taken over all functions f on S with 
qj-) s sup If@) -ml < m 
s+t r(s, 4 . 
If the metric is discrete, i.e., r(s, t) = 1 for s # t, then we get 
RCu, v) = f llru - VII. 
(3.1) Remarks. (1) We have 
R(,u, V) < inf ] r dy, (3.2) 
where the inlimum is taken over all probability measures y on S x S with 
marginals p and v. If the metric is discrete or satisfies some regularity 
conditions, then we have equality in (3.2); see [ 1, 21. 
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(2) Suppose that dv = g dp with g E L*@). Then 
ljfdv-j-f& (=I cov,Gf, g)l < var,,Cf)“* var,( g)“* 
(.fE L’Wh 
with var,(g) = inf j” (g - a)’ dp. For a discrete metric we can take 
a = j(sup g + inf g) so that var,( g) < d 6(g)’ and 
+ lb - VII = W, v) < f d(g). (3.3) 
In general we have var,( g) < 6(g)’ inf, I r(s, t)* ,u(ds), hence 
(3.4) 
note that 6(g) < co implies g E L*(U) as soon as 
! 
r(s, t)* ,u(ds) < CO for 
some t E S. 
Let us now introduce the class L(E) of functions f on E = S’ which satisfy 
where 
I fCx) -f(Y)1 G 1 r(xiT Yi> si(.f>~ 1 si(f) < m9 (3.5) 
I I 
s,(j- z sup 
I 
If(x) -f(Y)1 : x =y off j 
r(xiTYi) I* 
A Gibbs measure ,D with conditional probabilities ,ui(. ] x) is now defined as 
a probability measure on E which satisfies conditions (l.l)-( 1.3) with L(E) 
instead of C(E). Put 
c, - sup 
I 
ROl,A’ I x>, rlld. IVI> :x = y off i 
dXi 7 Yi) I 
and define the matrices C = (Cik), D = En.+,, C” and the constant 
u* = syp 4+ s>* rukh I x> ,Wx). I (3.6) 
The following theorem extends the basic covariance estimate (1.6) to our 
present setting; see also Kiinsch [4]. 
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(3.7) THEOREM. Suppose that p is a Gibbs measure whose interaction 
matrix C satisfies condition (1.4), and that 
s;p 1 +-~JJ,)~ ,Wx) < 00 (3.8) 
for some y E E. Then 
(3.9) 
for f and g in L(E). 
Proof. Equation (3.8) implies that any g E L(E) is in L2@) since 
J ?gW-g(y))*i@x)< ($~,(g))2s~pjr,(x,,y,)2p(dx). 
In proving (3.9) we may assume g > 0 and lg dp = 1. By (3.8), p is 
tempered in the sense that 
s”kP 
J 
r(xk 9 Yk) Adx) < a 3 
and so is the probability measure v with dv = g dp since 
Our version (2.4) of Dobrushin’s comparison theorem, extended to the 
present context, yields 
I COV~(f, g)I = J’fdv - /fdP < 2: Sidf)(bD)i (3.10) 
I 
for fE L(E), with 
b, = . R@k(’ 1 X), vk(’ 1 x)) W4. ! 
This follows by a straightforward adaptation of the argument leading to 
(2.4); temperedness means that we have a uniformly bounded estimate 
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a = (aJ to start with, namely, ai = r(xi, yi)@ i- v)(dx). See also Dobrushin 
[l] and Kiinsch [4]. Applying (3.4 we get 
and this implies (3.9). 
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